An upwind solver is presented for the unstructured grid National Combustion Code (NCC). The compressible Navier-Stokes equations with time-derivative preconditioning and preconditioned fluxdifference splitting of the inviscid terms are used. First order derivatives are computed on cell faces and used to evaluate the shear stresses and heat fluxes. A new flux limiter uses these same first order derivatives in the evaluation of left and right states used in the flux-difference splitting. The k-epsilon turbulence equations are solved with the same second-order method. The new solver has been installed in a recent version of NCC and the resulting code has been tested successfully in 2D on two laminar cases with known solutions and one turbulent case with experimental data.
Introduction
The National Combustion Code (NCC) is a state of the art Computational Fluiid Dynamics (CFD) program specifically designed for combustion processes 1 . The code employs an unstructured grid, massively parallel computing 2, 3 , a dynamic wall function with the effect of adverse pressure gradient 4 , a low Reynolds number wall treatment 5 , a cubic non-linear k-epsilon turbulence model 6 , a lagrangian liquid phase spray model 7 , and stiff laminar chemistry integration. Recently, viscous low-speed preconditioning 8 has been added to improve the low-speed convergence of the NCC in viscous regions and the ability to handle multiple sets of periodic boundary conditions has also been added. The combination of these features is usually not available in other CFD codes and gives the NCC an advantage when computing recirculating, turbulent, reacting spray flows. Previously, the NCC has undergone extensive validation studies for simple flows 9 , complex flows 10 , NO x emissions prediction 11 and traditional gas turbine combustor injectors 12 . The current NCC solver uses a finite volume discretization with unknowns stored at cell centers. The inviscid fluxes are evaluated with average values on the cell faces and a Jameson-type dissipation operator is added to avoid odd-even decoupling. For the viscous fluxes, first order spatial derivatives at cell centers are obtained by summing cell-face average values and cell-face derivatives are then found by averaging adjacent cell-center values. The equations are advanced in pseudo-time by a four stage RungeKutta scheme in which residual smoothing is applied at each stage. For time-accurate simulations, a dual time-stepping approach is employed.
There are a number of flow regimes in which an upwind solver should produce a more accurate solution than the current NCC solver. The most obvious involve transonic flows with shocks. A less obvious case involves turbulent shear layers where the decrease in artificial dissipation inherent in the upwind method should produce more accurate solutions of the k-epsilon equations. Finally, for reacting flows, the decrease in artificial dissipation should again give more accurate solutions for the species transport equations. In addition, for these flows as well as others, the use of face-centered derivatives in the viscous fluxes should lead to more accurate solutions for all equations.
In the present work, we introduce an upwind solver for use on the unstructured grids of NCC. Preconditioned flux-difference splitting is employed for the inviscid fluxes. First order derivatives are computed on cell faces and used to evaluate shear stresses and heat fluxes. A new flux limiter, based on a nonlinear average of these same face-centered derivatives, is used in the evaluation of the left and right states for flux-difference splitting. Since the test cases in this paper are all two-dimensional non-reacting https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20110012000 2020-01-24T08:31:54+00:00Z flows, for simplicity the description of the method is similarly limited. The extension to threedimensional reacting flows is straightforward.
Governing Equations
The governing equations are the two-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations with timederivative preconditioning plus the two-equation k-є turbulence model. Let x and y be space dimensions, t, p, u, v, h, T, and are time, pressure, x and y velocities, enthalpy, temperature and density, respectively and all variables are dimensional. In addition, for low Mach number flows, it is convenient to subtract off the large background pressure p (set by user) by setting
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where the production term 
Note that we are using only the linear terms in the Reynolds stress model 6 . However, we have found it necessary to use the variable  C from that reference in order to capture the near wall behavior. This is 
For turbulent flows the generalized wall function 4 is applied at all solid walls.
The preconditioning matrix c P is adapted from the work of Turkel 13 . First consider the inviscid equations written in terms of the primitive variables
is the speed of sound and  is the ratio of specific heats. These are written as For this system the simplest form of Turkel's preconditioner is a diagonal matrix written as 
For most flows it is sufficient to set 
Discrete Formulation
The governing equations are solved on an unstructured grid (triangles or quads in 2D) with unknowns stored at cell centers. Integration of Eq. (16) over a cell together with explicit time differencing gives
where A  is the cell area, t  is the time step, ,
where the summation is over all faces j of cell i , while 
where 
Results and Discussion
Three test cases have been chosen to demonstrate the accuracy of the upwind method. For the two laminar cases, existing numerical results are used to check the current solutions. For the turbulent case the present results are compared with experimental data. Note, for the laminar cases, we assume air at 1 atm. 
Turbulent backward-facing step
Kim, Kline and Johnston 18, 19 (KKJ) studied the turbulent flow over a backward-facing step with two main objectives. The first was to characterize the flow in the separated shear layer, the reattachment region, and the developing boundary layer downstream of reattachment. The second was to obtain experimental data that would be useful in the development of computational models. In KKJ's experiment the step height h was 3.81 cm, the channel width upstream of the step was h 2 , and boundary layer trips were placed on each side wall at a distance of h 8 upstream of the step. On the centerline of the channel, a distance of h 4 upstream of the step (termed the reference point), the reference speed 
